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Energy-Efficient Power Manager and MAC Protocol
for Multi-Hop Wireless Sensor Networks Powered
by Periodic Energy Harvesting Sources
Trong Nhan Le, Alain Pegatoquet, Olivier Berder, and Olivier Sentieys

Abstract— To overcome the limited energy in battery-powered
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), harvested energy is considered
as a potential solution to achieve autonomous systems. A power
manager (PM) is usually embedded in wireless nodes to adapt the
computation load by changing their wake-up interval according
to the harvested energy. In order to prolong the network lifetime,
the PM must ensure that every node satisfies the energy neutral
operation (ENO) condition. However, when a multi-hop network
is considered, changing the wake-up interval regularly may
cripple the synchronization among nodes and, therefore, degrade
the global system quality of service. In this paper, a wake-up
variation reduction PM is proposed to solve this issue. This PM
is applied for wireless nodes powered by a periodic energy source
(e.g., light energy in an office) over a constant cycle of 24 h.
Our PM not only follows the ENO condition, but also reduces
the wake-up interval variations of WSN nodes. Based on this PM,
an energy-efficient protocol, named synchronized wake-up interval MAC, is also proposed. OMNET++ simulation results using
three different harvested profiles show that the data rate of a
WSN node can be increased up to 65% and the latency reduced
down to 57% compared with state-of-the-art PMs. Validations on
a real WSN platform have also been performed and confirmed
the efficiency of our approach.
Index Terms— Wireless sensor networks, energy harvesting,
power manager, energy neutral operation, multi-hop communications.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

DVANCEMENTS in renewable energy sources, such as
solar, thermal or wind are increasing the attentions in
autonomous Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [1]. Energy
harvesting provides a potential long-term operation of wireless nodes, reducing as well the cost of battery charging or
replacement. Moreover, it has also opened a new paradigm
for designing a Power Manager in self-powered autonomous
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nodes. Instead of minimizing the consumed energy to maximize the system lifetime as in battery-powered nodes [2],
the PM dynamically adapts the consumed energy according to
the fluctuations of the harvested energy, leading to Energy
Neutral Operation (ENO) [3]. In ENO, the total harvested
energy is equal to the consumed energy for a long period.
This strategy provides a theoretical infinite lifetime (until the
hardware is outdated) for a fully autonomous wireless sensor
node. Moreover, the link reliability among nodes is guaranteed
when the ENO condition is respected for each node, especially
in a multi-hop network. In this kind of topology, a bottleneck
situation can typically occur when many data packets are
received by a given node and then, forwarded to another
one (e.g. a base station). If the battery of this node is fully
discharged, a lot of packets cannot reach the base station and
therefore, the global performance is decreased. Moreover, it
can be a critical issue when data needs to be transmitted within
a constrained delay.
Among various proposed PM techniques (e.g. dynamic
voltage and frequency scaling [4], power transmission
management [5]), duty-cycling is the most popular
approach [6]–[8]. This technique does not require sophisticated
hardware components since micro-controllers and radio
transceivers usually support sleeping modes for saving energy
during idle time. Moreover, duty-cycling directly controls
radio activities (MAC layer), which usually consume the main
part of energy in wireless sensor nodes [9]. Although the
wake-up interval must be adapted according to the harvested
energy, frequently changing its value may degrade the global
system Quality of Service (QoS) in terms of data rate, energy
and latency. This is especially true for a multi-hop WSN.
As shown in Fig. 1, a Relay Device (RD) acts both as a
receiver and a transmitter in order to forward data packets
from an End Device ED(2) to a Base Station (BS). Having
too many wake-up variations between RD and ED(2) will
drastically degrade the overall QoS. However, if the wake-up
interval of both RD and ED(2) are rarely changed, ED(2)
can wake-up at the right time to have a rendez-vous with
the RD node. This strategy can be achieved by exchanging
synchronization time information after each successful
communication [10]. Therefore, reducing the wake-up
interval variations must be considered when designing a PM
for multi-hop networks.
In this paper, a low complexity Wake-up Variation Reduction Power Manager (WVR-PM), designed for autonomous
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WSN platform in Section VII. Finally, the paper ends with
conclusions.
II. R ELATED W ORK

Fig. 1. Multi-hop network used to evaluate performance of different PMs.
The Relay Device (RD) forwards all packets from the End Device (ED(2)) to
the Base Station (BS).

wireless nodes in multi-hop networks powered by indoor light
energy, is proposed. In indoor conditions, energy harvested
from solar cells usually has a 24 hours periodic pattern. The
primary goal of this PM is to adapt the wake-up interval of a
node, in order to satisfy the ENO condition after a day (i.e. a
cycle of solar energy source). Moreover, the wake-up interval
variation issue in a multi-hop network is also addressed in
WVR-PM. Another advantage of our approach is that the data
rate of a node is balanced during a cycle lasting for 24 hours.
This feature is useful for monitoring applications which rather
require regular data tracking than a peak data rate when a lot of
energy is harvested. Based on the fact that the wake-up interval
is rarely changed when using WVR-PM, an energy efficient
Synchronized Wake-up Interval MAC protocol (SyWiM) is
also proposed to solve two issues. The first one, called timing
offset, usually occurs when nodes are deployed at different
time. Although they can have the same wake-up interval, they
cannot wake-up at the same time due to this timing offset. The
second issue concerns the clock drift of the local oscillator
(i.e. the real-time clock). By considering these issues, a transmitter and a receiver can have an efficient rendez-vous, leading
to an improvement of the overall QoS. The main contributions
of this paper are:
• A balanced QoS, adapted for monitoring applications
using periodic energy sources.
• A
low
wake-up
interval
variation
power
manager, named WVR-PM, suitable for multi-hop
networks.
• A new MAC protocol, named SyWiM, improving the data
rate in multi-hop communications.
• A complete solution for monitoring large areas using
autonomous WSN nodes in a multi-hop network
topology.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An overview
of state-of-the-art power managers is presented in Section II.
The architecture of an autonomous node is presented
in Section III. A detailed description of WVR-PM and
SyWiM is proposed in Section IV and V, respectively. Simulation results and performance comparisons using three different harvested energy profiles on OMNET++ are presented
in Section VI, followed by experiments using a real

When considering autonomous WSN nodes powered by
energy harvesting, designing an effective PM is challenging.
At first glance, the energy source availability has a direct
impact on the PM policy. For instance, fluorescent light in
a hospital or heat from an industrial machine is available
most of the time, while outdoor solar or indoor light in an
office can be only harvested during a certain period of time
(e.g. working hours for indoor light). In case of continuous
energy sources, the PM allows a wireless node to immediately
consume the amount of harvested energy to maximize the QoS.
However, in case of periodic energy sources, the PM must have
a strategy for saving a part of harvested energy that can be
used afterwards, during the absence of energy. Recent PMs
designed for wireless nodes using continuous sources can be
found in [8], [11]. In this section, we focus on PMs proposed
for periodic energy sources such as indoor light.
Hsu et al. [6] proposed a low complexity
PM (KAN-PM) to dynamically adapt the duty cycle of a
solar-powered and battery-based WSN node. Adaptations by
KAN-PM are only based on harvested energy predictions using
an Exponentially Weighted Moving Average filter (EWMA).
Then, the prediction error is fed back to future slots for
ensuring the ENO condition. In consequence, when there is
a change from a cloudy day to a sunny day for instance,
KAN-PM performs poorly [12]. Another disadvantage of
KAN-PM is that adaptations do not take into account the
State-of-Charge (SoC) of the battery. It means that if a node
is deployed with a low SoC and the predictor produces a
negative error (it typically happens when a sunny day follows
a cloudy one), a full discharge of the battery can occur (called
battery failure in this paper), and the node will be shut-down.
The battery failure issue is avoided with the Close-Loop PM
proposed in [7] (CL-PM), which is designed for indoor-light
powered WSN nodes. In this approach, the SoC is considered
when performing wake-up interval adaptations. Specifically,
CL-PM is composed of two distinct power managers:
a Positive and a Negative Energy Power Manager (PE-PM
and NE-PM). While PE-PM is activated whenever the ambient
energy is available, NE-PM is used during the absence of
energy. When NE-PM is activated, the PM is aware of the
current battery SoC as well as the duration without harvested
energy (provided by a Zero Energy Interval predictor (ZEI) [7].
This strategy ensures continuous operations of the system and
avoids a full discharge of the battery. Moreover, both PE-PM
and NE-PM have a dynamic adaptation period instead of a
fixed 30 minutes one in KAN-PM. This dynamic approach
allows balancing the power manager computation overhead
and responsiveness, while following the ENO condition.
Although KAN-PM and CL-PM have proved their efficiency
for a single hop network, the wake-up interval variation is not
considered for a multi-hop topology. Having many variations
will decrease the QoS of multi-hop networks as explained
in Section I. Moreover, balancing the data rate is considered in
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Fig. 2.
Autonomous wireless sensor node powered by Multiple Energy
Sources Converter (MESC).
Fig. 3. Wake-up Variation Reduction Power Manager (WVR-PM) architecture. The wake-up variation is reduced by two EWMA filters and a Quantizer.

our approach to provide a regular data tracking for monitoring
applications. Our proposed power manager addresses these
issues and is described in Section IV. The next section presents
the architecture considered in this paper for an autonomous
WSN node.
III. A D UAL -PATH A RCHITECTURE FOR
AUTONOMOUS N ODES
In recent years, a large number of autonomous WSN
platforms from academia or industry have been proposed.
Traditional platforms such as Heliomote [13], Prometheus [14]
or Everlast [15] are based on a single-path architecture. In this
kind of architecture, there is only one main energy storage
device which can be a battery, a supercapacitor or a combination of them. Energy extracted from harvesters directly
charges the storage device, which is also used to power the
wireless node. This architecture is easy to implement but, is
not efficient when a node has to start from the total exhaustion
of energy [16] (e.g. the node is just deployed). It takes
indeed a long time to charge the empty storage device with
big capacitance to the required booting voltage (e.g. 1.8V).
To overcome this problem, recent platforms are rather based
on a dual-path architecture [16], [17]. In this case, there are
two storage elements. The primary storage element (PS) is
used to power the wireless node, while the secondary storage
element (SS) is used to reserve harvested energy as soon
as the PS is fully charged. The PS capacity is designed to
buffer enough energy for quickly powering up a node from the
exhaustion of energy. Meanwhile, the SS has a bigger capacity
compared to PS to provide a long-term operation during period
of energy absence.
Our power manager is designed for a dual-path architecture
platform, named Multiple Energy Sources Converter (MESC),
and is proposed in [18]. The main blocks of MESC are
depicted in Fig. 2. MESC can be easily configured for different
harvesters such as photovoltaics, thermoelectric generators or
wind turbines. This is achieved by using an energy adapter
to normalize the output energy. For energy storage, supercapacitors are more durable and also have higher power density
when compared to rechargeable batteries [19]. Therefore, they
are widely used for energy harvesting WSN platforms [20].
Moreover, supercapacitors based systems also simplify the
hardware design as charging circuits are not required [20]. Two
capacitors, OutCap and StoreCap, are used for the PS and SS,
respectively. OutCap has a higher charging priority but a
smaller capacitance compared to StoreCap. An energy flow

controller is added to distribute the harvested energy to both
OutCap and StoreCap as follows. When harvested energy is
available, it is used to charge OutCap for powering the WSN
node through a DC/DC converter. As soon as OutCap is
fully charged, the remaining harvested energy can be saved in
StoreCap. Otherwise, StoreCap will charge OutCap when there
is no more harvested energy, so that continuous operations of
the WSN node can be guaranteed.
Finally, a power manager (PM) dynamically adapts the
wake-up interval (referred as TW I in this work and defined in
Section IV) according to the fluctuations of harvested energy.
In this paper, the PM is designed for indoor light-powered
WSNs with the following goals:
• Satisfy the ENO condition over a 24 hours cycle.
• Reduce the wake-up interval variations.
• Balance the data rate for enabling regular data tracking.
A detailed description of our power management strategy
is discussed in the next section.
IV. WAKE -U P VARIATION R EDUCTION P OWER M ANAGER
In this paper, a cycle of the periodic energy source is composed of two intervals: the energy harvesting interval (
TE I ),
when the indoor light intensity is enough (e.g. during working
hours), and the non-energy harvesting interval (T
N E I ), when
there is no more light (e.g. office is closed). Therefore, the
behavior of the node must be different. During 
TE I , the
node adapts its wake-up interval to the harvested energy,
but also needs to buffer energy for the second interval.
When there is no more harvested energy, adaptation of the
node is only based on the available energy in the storage
device (StoreCap). It is therefore necessary to divide the
power manager into two components, as shown in Fig. 3:
a Positive Energy Power Manager (PE-PM) and a Negative
Energy Power Manager (NE-PM), which are applied during

TE I and T
N E I , respectively. By comparing the current amount
of harvested power P̃H (n) with a pre-defined threshold ε,
either PE-PM or NE-PM is chosen. In order to manage short
periods of energy unavailability/availability, for instance, when
a light is turned on for 15 minutes during nighttime, we
propose an additional condition to switch between NE-PM
and PE-PM. This condition guarantees that the duration of the
current energy/non-energy interval must be at least 80% higher
than the predicted value of the current day, which is estimated
by the Zero Energy Interval (ZEI).
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where ẽ S (n) is the energy in StoreCap and is approximated
by reading its voltage VS (n) (using an ADC):
1
C S VS 2 (n)
(3)
2
PLeak is the leakage power, PSleep is the power consumption
of the node in sleep mode and η is the DC/DC converter
efficiency. The equation (2) can be explained as follows. The
harvested energy during a slot is divided into three parts:
[ẽ S (n) − ẽ S (n − 1)] represents a part of harvested energy that
has been stored in StoreCap during slot n; the second one
is the leakage energy and the last one is the energy required
by the sensor node for active and sleep periods. Moreover,
as shown in Fig. 3, an adaptive filter [23] is also considered
in WVR-PM in order to predict the harvested power for the
next slot ( P̂AF (n + 1)). Finally, a zero energy interval (ZEI)
predictor [7] is used to determine energy and non-energy
intervals (
TE I and T
N E I ), which have a direct impact on
balancing the overall data rate during a day.
The wake-up interval variations mostly come from the
changes of harvested power P̂AF (n + 1) and consumed energy
ẽ Act ive (n) during the current slot n. Therefore, two Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) filters are added to
reduce these variations as following:
ẽ S (n) =

Fig. 4. Dynamic adaptation period of the power manager. After a pre-defined
k number of wake-up (here k=4), the power manager is activated.
TABLE I
C ONSUMED E NERGY P ROFILE OF THE PowWow W IRELESS N ODE [21]

The time domain is divided into slots and the new
wake-up interval is determined by our PM at the end of each
slot. In our approach, the duration of each slot is dynamic
and is determined according to the current wake-up interval,
meaning that:
TS (n) = kTW I (n)

(1)

where TS (n) is the slot duration as well as the period of
the PM, k is the predefined number of wake-up in a slot,
and TW I (n) is the period between two consecutive wakeup. As illustrated in Fig. 4, during this period the node
is shortly active and then, stays in sleep mode for energy
saving. An active time is composed of several activities such
as sensing, CPU and RF processing (sending, receiving or
forwarding a packet), leading to different levels of energy
consumption.
In order to determine the next wake-up interval TW I (n + 1),
energy profiles such as the harvested power P̃H (n), the consumed energy ẽ Act ive (n) and the available energy in StoreCap ẽ S (n) are required. These energy profiles are provided
for each slot by an energy monitor presented in [8]. This
energy monitor is based on a pre-established look-up table
gathering the consumed energy for each activity performed
by a node. To obtain this table, an off-line characterization of
the considered platform needs to be done. The look-up table
shown in Fig. 3 illustrates the consumed energy values for
some typical activities of a PowWow platform [22], which has
already been characterized in [21]. All the values are detailed
in Table I. Using this table, ẽ Act ive (n) can be determined by
tracking all activities of the node within the current slot. Then,
the harvested energy ẽ H (n) can be computed by:


ẽ H (n) = ẽ S (n) − ẽ S (n − 1) + PLeak TS (n)
1
+ [ẽ Act ive (n) + PSleep TS (n)]
(2)
η

P̂H (n + 1) = α H P̂H (n) + (1 − α H ) P̂AF (n + 1)
ê Act ive (n + 1) = αC ê Act ive (n) + (1 − αC )ẽ Act ive (n)

(4)

where α H and αC are the EWMA weighted factors with
0 < α H and αC < 1. It is obvious that P̂H (n + 1) and
ê Act ive (n + 1) are close to previous values when increasing
α H and αC to 1. Therefore, the wake-up interval variations
can be reduced. Moreover, a uniform quantizer with a step
size  is used to continuously reduce the output variations.
Following subsections explain in details how TW I (n + 1) is
determined.
A. Positive Energy Power Manager (PE-PM)
The PE-PM is activated when harvested energy is available,
in other words, when P̃H (n) is greater than a pre-defined
threshold ε. Its objective is not only to adapt the wakeup interval, but also to save a part of harvested energy for
powering the WSN node when there is no more energy.
TE I to balance the data rate
We define a ratio ϕ = T
N E I /
during the whole cycle. When this is achieved, the energy
consumed by the node during T
N E I must be ϕ times compared
to the energy during 
TE I . Therefore, harvested energy in the
next slot, P̂H (n +1)TS (n +1), is divided into (1+ϕ) parts and
ϕ parts are saved in StoreCap. This strategy is expressed by:
P̂H (n + 1)TS (n + 1)
= PLeak TS (n + 1)
1+ϕ

1
ê Act ive (n + 1) + PSleep TS (n + 1) (5)
+
η
The left hand side of (5) represents a part of the energy that
can be harvested during slot (n + 1). It is estimated from
the predicted harvested power P̂H (n + 1) provided by the
adaptive filter. Meanwhile, the first term on the right hand
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side of (5) stands for the total leakage energy. Finally, the
last term represents the energy consumed by the WSN node
during the slot (n + 1), including the energy required for
k number of wake-up ê Act ive (n + 1) and for staying in
sleep mode PSleep TS (n + 1). It is worth noticing that η, the
DC/DC converter efficiency shown in Fig. 2 is also taken into
account. By applying (1) into (5), the next wake-up interval
can be computed as
TW I (n + 1) =

(1 + ϕ) ê Act ive (n + 1)/k
η P̂H (n + 1) − (1 + ϕ)(η PLeak + PSleep )

(6)

Since the DC/DC converter efficiency η, the leakage power
PLeak and the sleep power PSleep can be characterized for
a particular WSN platform, the next wake-up interval can be
easily estimated at the end of the current slot n. By considering
the ratio ϕ, a part of the energy is reserved for being used
afterwards, when the lights are turned off. As an example,
ϕ ≈ 1 if we consider a fluorescent light available half a day
in an office (
TE I ≈ T
N E I ≈ 12 hours). It means that only
50% of harvested energy will be used when lights are turned
on (during 
TE I ). The remaining 50% is buffered in StoreCap
in order to guarantee an equivalent average throughput when
the lights are turned off (during T
N E I ). The next subsection
explains how the energy buffered in StoreCap is handled
by NE-PM.
B. Negative Energy Power Manager (NE-PM)
This power manager is activated when there is no more
harvested energy. The absence of energy should last for T
NEI
and during this period, node operations only rely on the
available energy in StoreCap. In consequence, the voltage of
StoreCap (VS ) continuously decreases. However, its voltage at
the end of non-energy harvesting interval is expected to be
the same as the initialized voltage of StoreCap when the node
is deployed (defined as V0 in this paper). This constraint is
required to satisfy the ENO condition after each day and thus,
ensuring a long-term operation of the WSN node.
The first step of NE-PM consists in estimating the remaining
duration without energy R(n + 1):
R(n + 1) = R(n) − TS (n) = R(n) − kTW I (n)

(7)

Obviously, R(n) is initialized to T
N E I when the power manager switches from PE-PM to NE-PM. Then, the available
energy for waking-up the WSN node during R(n + 1) is
computed as follows:
E R (n + 1) =

1
C S (VS2 (n) − V02 )−(PSleep +η PLeak )R(n + 1)
2
(8)

The first term on the right hand side is the available energy
in StoreCap that can be used to guarantee that its voltage
after the period R(n + 1) will be V0 . A part of this energy
is also consumed by leakage and by the WSN node staying
in sleep mode, represented by (PSleep + η PLeak )R(n + 1).
Finally, based on the prediction of the consumed energy for

k number of wake-up ê Act ive (n + 1), the total number of
wake-up Nb_W u(n + 1) allowed during R(n + 1) is:
Nb_W u(n + 1) =

k E R (n + 1)
ê Act ive (n + 1)

(9)

Therefore, the next wake-up interval can be derived as
TW I (n + 1) =

R(n + 1)ê Act ive (n + 1)
R(n + 1)
=
Nb_W u(n + 1)
k E R (n + 1)
(10)

NE-PM is again activated at the end of slot n + 1, in order to
make VS converging to V0 . This constraint ensures the respect
of the ENO condition for an autonomous WSN node. In order
to avoid unnecessary switching from NE-PM to PE-PM (when
short TE I periods occur), there is a condition that ensures the
node has to stay at least 80% in non-energy harvesting interval.
Finally, the next wake-up interval TW I (n + 1) is normalized
by a quantizer with a step size  as shown in Fig. 3 and can
be expressed


TW I (n + 1)
TW I (n + 1) = 
(11)

where . returns the nearest integer number. In fact, any
variation of TW I less than /2 will be discarded. The new
wake-up interval is therefore, always a multiple of . A new
Synchronized Wake-Up Interval MAC Protocol (SyWIM)
takes this feature into account to improve global performance
such as the data rate, energy and latency, and is presented in
the next section.
V. S YNCHRONIZED WAKE -U P I NTERVAL MAC P ROTOCOL
In a wireless sensor node, the energy consumption is
dominated by radio activity, which is mainly under the control
of the MAC layer. There are several MAC protocols proposed
for communications between nodes [9], but we focus here on
the specific family of duty cycling that could be used by a
power manager. Following the literature in [24], they can be
classified into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous.
The following section presents an overview of existing
MAC protocols that can be used in energy harvesting WSNs
and then, a new MAC protocol is proposed after considering
their disadvantages.
A. Related Work on MAC Protocols
In synchronous MAC protocols, we typically find
S-MAC [25], T-MAC [26] and R-MAC [27]. The basic principle is to synchronize neighboring nodes to align their active
or sleeping periods. Communications between nodes are only
performed during the common active period, without missing
any incoming packet. Meanwhile, the radio is completely
turned-off for energy saving during sleeping period. However,
in a network relying on harvesting energy, which is usually low
data rate, synchronous protocols are not energy efficient since
nodes must regularly exchange synchronization packets to deal
with clock drift. Moreover, a node may wake up multiple times
if its neighbors are on different schedules, leading to extra
overhead and complexity [24].
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Fig. 5.
RICER protocol. After receiving a beacon packet (WUB), the
transmitter forwards data packet (DT) after Clear Channel Assessment (CCA)
and Calculation Before Transmission (CBT).

On the other hand, asynchronous protocols such as RICER
(Receiver Initiated Cycled Receiver) [10], TICER (Transmitter
Initiated Cycled Receiver) [10] or WiseMAC [28], have shown
their energy efficiency for a low data rate WSN powered by
ambient energy. These protocols are based on a non-scheduled
preamble sampling that does not require synchronization
between nodes. In the RICER protocol, the communication
is initiated by the receiver. As shown in Fig. 5, whenever a
receiver wakes-up, it sends a Wake-Up Beacon (WUB) and
then, waits for an incoming packet. Meanwhile, whenever a
transmitter has a packet to send, it opens an idle listening
window to receive a WUB from its receiver. As soon as
a WUB is received, the transmitter performs Clear Channel
Assessment (CCA), Calculation Before Transmission (CBT)
and then, forward its Data Packet (DT) to the receiver. If a
packet is successfully received (DR), the receiver sends an
Acknowledgment packet (ACK). Finally, both transmitter and
receiver turn into sleep mode for energy saving.
To ensure a successful rendez-vous, the maximum idle
listening window of the transmitter (TI dle ) must be longer than
the wake-up beacon period of the receiver (Tb ). Therefore, the
RICER protocol can be easily applied in a single-hop network
with a central base station surrounding by many end devices.
Usually, the base station has a permanent power supply (e.g. a
USB port from a PC as in our case as shown in Fig. 1),
so the base station is able to send beacons frequently.
As shown in [8], the beacon period (Tb ) can be set to 20ms,
so that the maximum idle listening window (TI dle ) is
only 22ms. However, in a multi-hop network (Fig. 1), the
harvested energy is usually not enough for a relay device (RD)
to send a beacon with a period in order of milliseconds when
acting as a receiver to communicate with a transmitter ED(2).
Similarly, ED(2) is not able to increase its maximum idle
listening due to its limited energy. It means a beacon cannot be
sent to ED(2) when it wakes-up and thus, degrading the overall
data rate. This issue becomes even more crucial when the
wake-up interval of a node is regularly changed by the power
manager. In this case, nodes usually wake up at different time.
The same problem happens with the TICER protocol where
the communication initialization is shifted from the receiver
to the transmitter.
The WiseMAC protocol proposed in [28] and depicted
in Fig. 6 is able to deal with wake-up interval variations
in multi-hop network. Actually, WiseMAC is very similar to
RICER protocol. However, an ACK packet is used to confirm

Fig. 6. WiseMAC protocol. The first communication is performed with a
long idle listening window, which will be reduced in the next communications
by updating the wake-up time of the transmitter according to the receiver.

a successful communication as well as to indicate the next
wake-up time of the receiver. Based on this information, the
wake-up interval is updated, so that the transmitter can wakeup at the right time for incoming communications. The idle
time can therefore, be significantly reduced. However, the first
communication is done with a long idle listening window, as
shown in Fig. 6. It is worth noticing that, in order to deal with
clock drift issue, the transmitter has to awake sooner. As it is
aware of the wake-up time of the receiver, only short idle
listening is required to detect the WUB from the receiver for
the next communications. In this way, average idle listening
time is reduced, leading to a 60% improvement of energy
consumption [28] compared to RICER protocol.
WiseMAC has demonstrated its efficiency in a multi-hop
battery-powered network, whose main goal is to reduce the
energy consumption in order to extend the system lifetime.
However, in an energy harvesting network based on ENO condition, wake-up interval of a node is adapted according to
its harvested energy and cannot be changed according to its
neighbors. Let us imagine that the wake-up interval of a
transmitter powered by two solar cells is 10s. In the meantime,
its receiver awakes every 15s as it is only powered by one solar
cell. If the transmitter increases its wake-up interval to 15s, the
consumed energy will be less than the harvested energy. On the
other hand, when the wake-up interval of the transmitter is
greater than the receiver, the transmitter will consume more
than actual harvested energy. Both scenarios are not expected
in autonomous nodes powered by ambient energy.
B. SyWiM Protocol Design
The SyWiM protocol is designed to address two synchronization issues in communication among autonomous nodes:
• Timing offset: occurs during initialization (nodes are
deployed at different times) and resynchronization (wireless link is broken) phases.
• Clock drift: occurs due to the frequency deviation of the
local oscillator. This issue makes two nodes fail in their
rendez-vous even if they have the same wake-up interval.
The basic communication of SyWiM, which is based on the
RICER MAC protocol, is depicted in Fig. 7. Whenever a
transmitter produces a packet, it waits for a beacon (WUB)
from an appropriate receiver. As soon as a WUB is received,
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Fig. 7. Synchronized wake-up interval MAC protocol (SyWiM). The timing
offset (γ ) and clock drift (ρ) are considered for the next wake-up time of the
transmitter.

it forwards a packet to the receiver (DT) after CCA and CBT.
The receiver confirms this reception by sending an
Acknowledgment packet (ACK) to the transmitter.
Due to the timing offset, the first communication between
two nodes is done through a long idle listening (in order of
seconds) as in WiseMAC. As soon as a packet is successfully
received, the transmitter is able to determine the timing offset
(denoted as γ ) between two nodes. Therefore, as soon as the
ACK packet is confirmed, the transmitter updates its next
wake-up interval to TW I (n + 1) + γ , so that the wake-up
time of both nodes is aligned. In the following wake-up, the
transmitter has a high chance to meet its receiver as their wakeup intervals are a multiple of the quantizer step size () and
rarely change.
As soon as the timing offset issue is solved, the next wakeup time of nodes must deal with clock drift. For that, the
transmitter must wake-up an interval ρ in advance. Let θ be
the frequency tolerance of the oscillator used in wireless nodes,
according to [28], we have:
ρ = mi n(2θ L, TW I (n + 1))

(12)

where L is the period from the last successful communication
until the current wake-up of the transmitter, and TW I (n + 1)
the current wake-up interval of the transmitter. This equation
covers the clock drift in the worst case, when the frequency
of the transmitter and the receiver are f (1 − θ ) and f (1 + θ ),
respectively.
After waking-up, the transmitter opens an idle listening
window long enough to take into account clock drift in the
worst case. In this case, the receiver wakes up 2θ L later
than the transmitter. As the transmitter needs to wake-up 2θ L
sooner, its maximum idle listening (Tidle ) must be at least 4θ L.
Similarly to ρ, a minimum function is used to avoid having
4θ L greater than TW I (n + 1):
Tidle = mi n(4θ L, TW I (n + 1))

(13)

Finally, the wake-up interval of the transmitter is updated
as soon as an ACK packet is received, as follows:
TW I (n + 1) = TW I (n + 1) + γ − ρ

(14)

where γ is the timing offset and ρ the duration that the
node should wake-up sooner than usual to cover clock drift
(see Fig. 7). It is noticed that γ will be in order of seconds in

the first communication, but only in order of milliseconds in
subsequent communications. The reason is the wake-up times
of nodes are aligned after the first communication, and only
a short idle listening is required for incoming wake-up. It is
worth noting that the wake-up interval (in order of second)
determined by the power manager is only adjusted by few
milliseconds to cover the clock drift issue.
Moreover, it is observed from (13) that the idle listening
is increased due to the clock drift for a long time without
communication between a node and its receiver. Therefore,
regularly sending packets not only reduces the average idle
listening, which has a main impact on energy consumption,
but is also used to satisfy the regular data tracking requirement
of the application proposed in this paper. If communications
with a receiver fail several times, a transmitter node has to find
another receiver to forward its packets. When a new receiver
is determined by the routing algorithm presented in the next
section, a long idle listening is required to obtain the first
successful communication, as shown in the left side of Fig. 7.
C. Flooding Based Routing Algorithm
As we simulate a monitoring application, all the nodes in
our network have to send their data to the BS as soon as they
wake-up. While leaf nodes act as transmitters only, other relay
nodes have to send their beacons when they wake-up since
they are potential receivers. This is also required for multiple
links capability. In this paper, the routing process is based
on an existing low cost flooding algorithm [29]. In flooding
algorithm, the shortest path is usually selected (to reduce the
latency) from leaf nodes to the BS. As a consequence, some
nodes acting as relay devices, may have to forward packets
from several nodes. However, more energy is required for these
nodes (called bottleneck nodes), leading to a fast decrease of
their SoC. This algorithm is therefore not really suited for
energy harvesting systems. In this work, we have modified the
routing algorithm in order to select the path according to the
SoC of each node as well as the total delay. In consequence,
this policy is able to reduce the data congestion of relay nodes
and balance the energy consumption among many nodes in the
network.
The next section presents the benefits when WVR-PM
and SyWiM are implemented in an autonomous multi-hop
network.
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Simulation Setup on OMNET++
The multi-hop network shown in Fig. 1 has been simulated
on OMNET++ to validate our power management policies
and SyWiM protocol. Each node in the network simulates a
PowWow platform [22], which is based on the MSP430 controller and the CC2420 transceiver. The RF chip is a low cost
and low power solution for robust wireless communications
with a 2.4 GHz frequency band, and an effective data rate of
250 kbps and a range of around 50m. The consumed energy
profiles for the PowWow platform used in our simulations and
summarized in Table I have been characterized in [21] by real
measurements.
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Fig. 8. Adaptations of two End Devices (a) (b) and the Relay Device (c) from Fig. 1 (α H = αC = 0.5 and  = 1). The battery failure lasts for
about 7 hours and 45 minutes during two weekend days with ED(2).

The harvested energy is stored in StoreCap, whose size must
be meticulously chosen in order to buffer harvested energy that
will be used during non energy interval. However, increasing
its capacity leads to more leakage and therefore, decreases the
overall performance. As shown in [30], a 1.8F supercapacitor
provides the best trade-off and, is selected in this work
for C S . The minimum and maximum voltage of StoreCap are
VMin = 1.8V and VMax = 5.2V, respectively. We assume that
StoreCap is charged to V0 = 2V before deployment.
The DC/DC converter efficiency (η) at a given time not only
depends on the input voltage of photovoltaic cells but also
the output consumed current of the wireless node. Therefore,
it is impractical to determine precisely the value of η as the
input voltage changes with the environment conditions and
the ouput current depends on the node activities (transmission,
reception or sensing). Therefore, an average value η = 0.85
characterized by real measurements [18], is applied in this
work. The leakage power of the PowWow platform PLeak has
also been characterized in [18] and is equal to 73μW.
Communications among nodes are based on SyWiM
protocol with an oscillator frequency tolerance θ = 20ppm
(parts per million). When the link is lost, a node tries to
re-synchronize ten times before restarting the initialization
phase. The adaptation period of our PM (or slot duration TS )
is set according to the k parameter. Its value is fixed to 10 as
it provides a good reactivity while reducing the PM computations overhead [7]. The threshold ε used to switch between
PE-PM and NE-PM is set to 200μW, representing a light
condition around 250lux. Except for the BS, whose wake-up
interval is fixed to 1s as it has a power supply, all the nodes
have a wake-up interval dynamically adapted according to the
amount of harvested power. However, TW I is bounded to a
maximum value of 300s by all power managers. When a node
is deployed, it is assumed that 
TE I = T
N E I = 12 hours.
Following metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the
different PMs:
• Rd (bits/s): Average received data rate, defined as the
ratio between the total number of received bits (a data
packet is 128 bits long) and the simulation time.
• I dle (ms): Average idle listening time for one successful
packet (considered at both receiver and transmitter).
• E C (mJ): Average consumed energy for one successful
packet (considered at both receiver and transmitter).
• Lat (s): Average latency for one successful packet.
• W E I (s): Average wake-up interval during TE I .

•

W N E I (s): Average wake-up interval during TN E I .
WC (s): Average wake-up interval during a whole cycle
(a day in our case).
• Mem (16-bit words): Memory footprint for the PM.
• Calc: Number of calculations (multiplications, additions
and subtractions) required for PM.
• B f (hours): Total battery failure duration (for all the
nodes). During this period, the voltage of StoreCap is
less than VMin .
These metrics are average values based on five repeated
runs to take into account some random parameters such
as the deployment time, the oscillator frequency deviation and the harvested energy profile assigned to each
node.
Nodes in Fig. 1 are powered by three different harvested
energy profiles. These profiles last for five consecutive days
and have been extracted from a PowWow platform equipped
with two photovoltaic cells of size 4 × 6cm setup in an office.
It is worth noticing that these three profiles have different
shapes.
•

B. Simulation Results
The wake-up interval adaptations of three different nodes
depicted in Fig .1 are shown in Fig. 8. In this simulation,
both α H and αC of EWMA filters are equal to 0.5, and the
quantizer is disabled (i.e.  = 1). In this figure, the voltage
of StoreCap (in blue), the harvested power (in green) and
the wake-up interval (in red) are presented over five days
(120 hours) simulated scenario.
It can be observed from Fig. 8a that the harvested power is
almost constant during the daytime of the first day. Therefore,
the wake-up interval of the node stays around 10s during this
period. Moreover, the amount of harvested energy saved in
StoreCap during the daytime is sufficient to maintain the same
wake-up period (10s) during the nighttime, when the light is
turned off. It means that the node is able to send packets
regularly during a whole day. However, on the second day,
the harvested power (PH ) of ED(1) rapidly decreases after
around 4 hours (e.g. the office is closed sooner than usual).
In consequence, TW I is not adapted anymore as it is bounded
by the maximum value (300s). After around ten hours, PH is
less than ε = 200μW , and NE-PM is activated. Unfortunately,
the energy saved during 10 hours is not sufficient for the
next 14 hours even if TW I is set to its maximum value.
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At the end of this day, the voltage of StoreCap (VS ) is less
than V0 , meaning that the ENO condition is not satisfied.
However, the ENO condition is respected again after the third
day since VS is almost equal to V0 = 2V . This can be
achieved since VS is considered during the night time (TN E I )
by NE-PM. It is noticed that there is an unusual behavior of
the harvested power at the end of the fourth day. When PH
drops under ε, NE-PM is activated. Then, after 15 minutes
the light is turned on for about 10 minutes, and a lot of
energy is harvested (PH > ε). However, NE-PM keeps running
instead of switching to PE-PM as the duration of the night does
not exceed 80% of the predicted non-energy interval. In this
simulation, a continuous operation of the node is guaranteed
without any interruption (B f = 0).
Let us now consider the ED(2) in Fig. 8b. This node is
powered by another harvested profile including two weekend
days. In consequence, the harvested power profile exhibits a
lot of variations during the daytime. Generally, TW I is adapted
inversely to the change of PH : TW I is decreased when PH
is increased and vice versa. However, for the two weekend
days (the second and the third day), PH is too low and TW I
often reaches the maximum value (300s). Unfortunately, even
though TW I = 300s for most of the time during the second
day, VS drops under VMin , causing a battery failure duration
of 7 hours and 45 minutes. On the third day, more light is
available in the room and the node is able to be alive with a
minimum quality of service (TW I = 300s). At the end of this
day, the voltage of StoreCap is maintained at around 2V and
adaptations of the ED(2) in the next two days are similar to
the first day.
Finally, adaptation of the RD which is powered by a third
harvested profile, is presented in Fig. 8c. As it can be observed,
the wake-up interval (TW I ) is well adapted according to the
harvested power (PH ). A part of harvested energy is saved
in StoreCap (VS is increased) to obtain a good performance
during the nighttime. It is worth noting that the wake-up
interval TW I of RD is usually higher than ED(1), even if it
has more harvested energy. The reason is that a relay device
requires more energy than an end device as it acts both as a
transmitter and a receiver.
As it can be seen in Fig. 8, the wake-up interval has a lot
of variations in this simulation (where α H = 0.5, αC = 0.5
and  = 1). This is not an issue for ED(1) since it can
directly communicate with the BS. However, having many
wake-up variations can degrade the performance in a multi-hop
network, when ED(2) has to send its packet to BS through RD.
The wake-up beacon period of RD depends on the harvested
power and should be in order of few seconds (instead of
every second as in the case of the BS). As a consequence,
when ED(2) wakes-up, it rarely receives a beacon from RD
to forward its data packet. Therefore, only 46.3% of packets
generated by ED(2) are received by the BS (Rd = 2.9 bits/s).
In the meantime, ED(1) is able to send 92.4% of its packets
(Rd = 7.2 bits/s). To overcome this issue, a solution consists
in reducing the wake-up variations by tuning αC , α H and
. When the wake-up interval is a constant value for a long
period, SyWiM protocol is able to keep the synchronizations
between nodes for successful rendez-vous.
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Fig. 9. Adaptations of the end device node ED(2) using WVR-PM with
αC = 0.9, α H = 0.7 and  = 10. There are only 8.1 variations of the
wake-up interval in average.

C. Tuning αC , α H and Δ
In this section, a manual tuning of three parameters used
in WVR-PM (α H , αC and ) is performed in order to reduce
the wake-up interval variations. First, both αC and α H are
varied from 0.5 to 0.9 (with  = 1). Then, the quantizer step
size () is successively set to 1, 5, 10 and 15. The average
number of wake-up interval variations (Nb_V ar ) of the relay
device (RD) is plotted in Fig. 10. It can be observed that
Nb_V ar quickly decreases when αC is increased towards 0.9.
The reason is that both equations (6) and (10) depends on the
consumed energy (ê Act ive (n + 1)) when determining the next
wake-up interval of the node (TW I (n+1)). As it can be seen on
Fig.10a, when αC is set to 0.9 the average number of variations
is reduced by 57.5% (Nb_V ar = 109.8) when compared to
a configuration with αC = 0.5 (Fig. 8c (Nb_V ar = 258.4).
In consequence, αC is set to 0.9 for WVR-PM in order to
reduce the wake-up interval variation.
The wake-up interval variation can also be reduced when
increasing α H from 0.5 to 0.9. However, the improvement
is limited since the harvested power has higher variations
than ẽ Act ive (n). In addition, when α H is closed to 1, the
adaptability of TW I according to the harvested energy is also
reduced. Finally, α H is set to 0.7 since it represents a good
trade-off between the number of variations and the adaptation
capability of the autonomous node. Using this value, only 75.6
variations occur over five days of simulation representing a
31.1% improvement compared to α H = 0.5 (Fig.10a).
Finally, the quantizer provides a breakthrough to reduce the
wake-up variation issue. Simulations with four different values
of step size ( = 1, 5, 10 and 15) are performed and results
are presented in Fig. 10. The average number of variations
Nb_V ar over five days is reduced almost ten times for  = 5
when compared to  = 1 (see Fig.10a and Fig.10b). Nb_V ar
continuously decreases when  is increased to 10 and 15.
As it can be seen from Fig.10c and Fig. 10d, there are only
7.6 and 3.2 variations in average, respectively (for αC = 0.9
and α H = 0.7). However, the performance of a node can be
reduced when increasing  as TW I cannot be less than  even
if a lot of harvested energy is available, causing a drop of the
average data rate. Therefore,  is set to 10, which represents a
good trade-off between the variations of TW I and the average
data rate.
Adaptations of the end device ED(2) using WVR-PM with
αC = 0.9, α H = 0.7 and  = 10 are presented in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10.
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Average number of variations on the wake-up interval with different values of αC , α H and . (a)  = 1. (b)  = 5. (c)  = 10. (d)  = 15.

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF WVR-PM W ITH CL-PM AND KAN-PM
IN A

M ULTI -H OP WSN

As it can be observed, WVR-PM is able to satisfy the ENO
condition every day (VS is again equal to V0 after a day),
to significantly reduce the number of wake-up variations, as
well as to adapt TW I according to the change of harvested
power. Operations of the node are ensured over five days
without any battery failure (B f = 0). In average, there are
only Nb_V ar = 8.1 variations per day and packets are sent
to the base station through the relay node with an average data
rate Rd = 6.8 bits/s.
D. Performance Comparisons
In this section, three different power managers
(WVR-PM, KAN-PM and CL-PM) are simulated and
compared for the multi-hop network presented in Fig. 1.
Average metrics obtained over five days are summarized
in Table II. Except the average received data rate (Rd ),
which is measured at the BS, all metrics are average values
for ED(1), ED(2) and RD.
It is worth noting that RD is also an autonomous node
powered by ambient energy and therefore, its beacon period
depends on the wake-up interval of RD, which is adapted
to satisfy the ENO condition. As CL-PM and KAN-PM do
not seek to reduce the number of wake-up interval variations,
ED(2) misses a lot of beacons sent by RD, thus reducing the
data rate at the BS. WVR-PM overcomes this problem by
forcing the wake-up interval as a multiple of the step size .
This solution increases the probability of successful rendezvous between ED(2) and RD. As shown in Table II, the average
data rate (Rd ) is improved by 36.3% and 120.6% compared
to CL-PM and KAN-PM, respectively. Moreover, WVR-PM
is able to smooth the average wake-up interval during the
daytime (
TE I ) (W E I = 17.3s) and the nighttime (T
NEI )

(W N E I = 22.9s). In the meantime, CL-PM and KAN-PM
produce a very low W E I but a very high W N E I . The reason is
that the ratio ϕ between nighttime and daytime is considered in
WVR-PM. In consequence, a part of harvested energy is saved
during daytime for reducing the average wake-up interval
during T
NEI .
In our approach, the average idle listening for both ED(2)
and RD is also reduced. Using our protocol, ED(2) has to open
a maximum idle listening window when it wakes-up if the
RD does not wake-up at this time. With WVR-PM, the ED(2)
often (and quickly) receives a WUB whenever it wakes-up.
As shown in Table II, the average idle listening (I dle) when
using WVR-PM is reduced by 31.8% and 53% compared to
CL-PM and KAN-PM, respectively. As idle listening is the
dominant part of energy consumption, the average energy for
one successful communication (E C ) is then reduced by 30.2%
and 48.3%. As ED(2) usually has successful rendez-vous with
RD, its packets can be quickly forwarded to the base station,
leading to an improvement of the latency as well. As it can
be observed from Table II, the latency is reduced by 47.1%
compared to KAN-PM.
When considering the memory footprint, 11 words are
required for WVR-PM, including 10 words for the energy
monitor [8] and 1 word for the energy predictor using the
adaptive filter [23]. Meanwhile, KAN-PM needs 48 words for
saving historical values used by the EWMA predictor [3].
As CL-PM does not use energy prediction, it only requires
10 words to estimate the consumed energy of the wireless
node. Among these PMs, KAN-PM has the highest computation requirements (Calc = 35) due to the complexity
of the duty cycle adaptation process. With a simple positive
energy power manager, CL-PM only requires 13 calculations.
Meanwhile, our WVR-PM is a little bit more complex as it
requires 25 calculations.
Finally, the battery failure duration is improved by 35.3%
and 57.6% with WVR-PM compared to CL-PM and KAN-PM,
respectively. When using WVR-PM, the battery failure only
occurs at the ED(2) because two weekend days are considered
in its harvested energy profile. Despite CL-PM also considers
the SoC (or ẽ S ), CL-PM cannot always buffer enough energy
for non-energy harvesting intervals even if TW I is set to
its maximum value (300s), causing an overall battery failure
duration of 11.6 hours over the 5 simulated days (B f =
11.6 hours). When using KAN-PM, the battery is even longer
fully discharged (B f =17.7 hours) as it does not consider the
SoC when performing adaptations.
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Fig. 11. Comparisons of the average received data rate (Rd ), the total battery failure duration (B f ) and the average latency for sending a packet (Lat) with
different power managers and a variable number of wireless nodes.

E. Simulation for Larger Mesh Networks
A mesh network consisting of one base station (BS) and
a different number of autonomous nodes (up to 50 nodes
as shown on Fig. 11) has been implemented in OMNET++
to simulate the efficiency of our proposed power manager
and MAC protocol with a higher number of nodes. The
harvested energy profile is randomly selected from three
different profiles. The average received data rate (Rd ) at
the BS, the average packet latency (Lat) for successfully
sending a packet and the total battery failure duration (B f )
of the whole network are presented in Fig. 11. By using
WVR-PM, Rd is improved by 28.7% and 65.5% compared
to CL-PM and KAN-PM, respectively. This improvement is
achieved because the battery failure duration is reduced using
our WVR-PM. Moreover, as the nodes wake-up intervals are
always a multiple of  = 10, they have higher chances
for successful communications, leading to a packet latency
improvement of 44.8% and 57.4% when compared to CL-PM
and KAN-PM, respectively.
VII. E XPERIMENTS W ITH R EAL WSN P LATFORMS
In this section, our proposed power manager (WVR-PM)
and SyWiM protocol have also been validated on a real
hardware platform, named PowWow [22]. Our experiments are
performed using three PowWow nodes: a base station (BS), a
relay (RD) and an end device node (ED(2)) to evaluate a multihop topology as depicted in Fig. 1. The end device is setup
near a window, where a curtain is usually opened during the
first half of working hours, and then often closed during the
second half.
Adaptations of the end device node (ED(2)) during these
three days are presented in Fig. 12. The initial wake-up interval
(TW I ) of ED(2) is set to 30s. After 300s (k = 10), the power
manager is activated and the new wake-up interval is 20s as
a high ambient power is available (around 800μW). Although
the harvested power increases during the first half of the first
day, TW I is kept at 20s by WVR-PM. After about 3 hours, the
harvested power is nearly 900μW and TW I is decreased to 10s
as this amount of harvested power provides a variation greater
than /2 = 5s. When the curtain is closed (after around
5 hours), TW I is quickly increased to 30s to compensate the

Fig. 12. Adaptations of an end device in a multi-hop network. Measurements
are performed on a real deployed network of three nodes: end device (ED),
relay device (RD) and base station (BS).

harvested power decrease. From this moment, operations of
the node are only based on energy from fluorescent lights.
After about 12 hours, all the lights are turned off and the
power manager switches from the positive to the negative
energy power manager (NE-PM). By regularly monitoring
the voltage of StoreCap (VS ) and estimating the zero-energy
interval duration, NE-PM ensures that VS at the end of the
first day is almost the same as the value at the beginning of
this day. It means that all harvested energy is consumed by
the node. In other words, the ENO condition is well satisfied.
Since more energy can be reserved, a good performance can
be achieved during non-harvesting intervals (TW I usually stays
at 10s). This behavior is repeated in the next two days.
As our power manager has mechanisms to reduce the
wake-up interval variations, the average number of variations
per day is only 8. The value of TW I is usually kept constant
for a long period. Therefore, the synchronization between the
end device ED(2) and its relay node RD can be maintained
when using SyWiM protocol. As a consequence, packets can
be continuously forwarded to the base station with an average
data rate Rd = 8.07 bits/s. These experiments validate that our
power manager is well adapted for a multi-hop configuration,
which usually occurs when a WSN is deployed in large areas.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
The power manager is at the heart of autonomous wireless
nodes to achieve a theoretically infinite system lifetime by
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taking advantage of energy harvesting. In this paper,
an efficient Wake-up Variation Reduction Power
Manager (WVR-PM) has been proposed for wireless
nodes powered by periodic energy sources (e.g. indoor light
in an office). This power manager is able to provide a
regular data rate suitable for monitoring applications using
autonomous nodes. The main improvement of WVR-PM is
that the average number of wake-up variations is significantly
reduced, which is amenable for multi-hop communications.
Based on this novel power control policy, an improvement of
the RICER MAC protocol (called SyWiM) has been proposed
to enhance the global QoS in a multi-hop mesh network.
Simulation results clearly show the benefits of this approach
when compared to existing power managers such as CL-PM
or KAN-PM. Finally, our approach has also been validated
using a real WSN platform.
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